Introduction
============

Ovarian cancer (OC) remains the leading cause of death from gynecologic malignancies in the USA, with 14,240 deaths reported in 2016.[@b1-cmar-10-2019] The vast majority of patients present with stage III and IV disease (as defined by the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics \[FIGO\]), whose 5-year survival rate is approximately 35%.[@b2-cmar-10-2019] One of the most important predictors of survival in the advanced stage of OC is the amount of residual tumor after primary cytoreductive surgery.[@b3-cmar-10-2019]--[@b5-cmar-10-2019]

Numerous studies have demonstrated survival advantage of "optimal" over "suboptimal" primary surgical cytoreduction in advanced OC,[@b6-cmar-10-2019],[@b7-cmar-10-2019] since suboptimal cytoreduction (SCR) features little survival benefit but significant surgical morbidity. Optimal cytoreduction is defined as the largest diameter of residual disease is less than 1 cm after primary cytoreduction in OC patients.[@b8-cmar-10-2019]

It is universally acknowledged that surgery should not be performed when suboptimal resection is expected. For this group of patients, neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by interval debulking surgery may be a more favorable alternative. Consequently, pretreatment stratification is important to the best survival for each individual patient. A number of studies have reported that several specific CT findings predicted the outcome of SCR in advanced OC patients, with sensitivity ranging from 52% to 79%.[@b9-cmar-10-2019]--[@b13-cmar-10-2019] However, such indicators believed to provide hints of SCR outcome are mostly based on the combination of CT findings and clinical parameters from relatively small population.[@b11-cmar-10-2019],[@b14-cmar-10-2019]--[@b17-cmar-10-2019] In addition, the exact predictive role of CT images in primary cytoreductive surgery outcome in OC remains questionable.[@b9-cmar-10-2019],[@b18-cmar-10-2019]

The goal of this study was to externally validate the predictive performance of the following eight most used CT findings[@b12-cmar-10-2019],[@b13-cmar-10-2019],[@b19-cmar-10-2019],[@b20-cmar-10-2019] for SCR in OC: peritoneal involvement, large volume ascites, diaphragm or lung involvement, pleural effusion, liver involvement, lymph node involvement, large bowel mesentery involvement and small bowel mesentery involvement. Only those having the best predictive accuracy should be assessed in future studies so that a more uniform standard could be established to explore the true value of preoperative CT findings for advanced-stage OC patients undergoing primary cytoreductive surgery.

Materials and methods
=====================

Search strategy and selection criteria
--------------------------------------

A comprehensive literature search was conducted online from PubMed, Cochrane Library, EMBASE and Web of Science databases using the following keywords and their random combinations: "CT", "suboptimal cytoreduction", "computed tomography", "suboptimal debulking surgery", "optimal debulking surgery", "optimal cytoreduction", "OC", "ovarian carcinoma", "ovarian neoplasms", "predict" and "outcome". The articles relating preoperative computed tomography (CT) scans to surgical outcomes in OC were extracted up to February 28, 2017. References were also retrieved to find other eligible studies, and no advanced limitations were additionally set. When necessary, authors were contacted for further information.

Two reviewers independently screened the titles and abstracts of the relevant studies for eligibility, and any disagreement was resolved by discussion. Studies were included in our analysis if all the following criteria were fulfilled: 1) consecutively recruited patients with a histological diagnosis of FIGO stage III/IV OC of any type underwent primary cytoreductive surgery; 2) predictive performance of preoperative CT images was specific to suboptimal cytoreductive surgery; 3) patients were categorized into suboptimal (defined as residual disease \>1 cm) and optimal groups based on surgical outcome; 4) at least one of the following CT findings was identified: peritoneal involvement (defined as peritoneal thickening ≥2 cm or ≥4 mm involving at least two out of the following five areas: lateral colic gutters, conal fascia, anterior abdominal wall, diaphragm and pelvic peritoneal reflections, as described by Dowdy et al[@b13-cmar-10-2019]); large volume ascites on two-thirds or more of CT scan slices; diaphragm or lung involvement; pleural effusion; liver involvement on surface or parenchyma; infrarenal para-aortic or inguinal lymph node involvement; large bowel mesentery involvement; and small bowel mesentery involvement; 5) 2×2 tables can be derived or reconstructed from the provided data based on the frequency distribution of suboptimal and optimal cytoreduction according to the presence or absence of each CT findings; and 6) when several studies involved the same population, only the most recent or the most comprehensive one was included. Studies were excluded if they involved a sample size of less than 10 patients, or patients having received chemotherapy between preoperative CT scan and primary cytoreductive surgery, or definition of surgical outcome other than the cutoff of 1 cm.

Data extraction and quality assessment
--------------------------------------

The two authors used a standard form to extract related data independently from all the eligible studies: 1) documented information included the first author, year of publication, country of origin, type of study, number of patients, mean age of patients, time between CT and surgery, proportion of stage IV cases, percentage of SCR and inclusion criteria and 2) CT imaging data included CT model, number of readers, retrospective or prospective CT reading, criteria of positive CT signs and other specific description about the CT findings. Consensus was reached for all the problems where the authors had disagreement.

The applicability and potential sources of bias of individual study were assessed using the second edition of the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUA-DAS 2) tool.[@b21-cmar-10-2019] This tool comprises 4 domains that discuss the following: 1) patient selection, 2) index test, 3) reference standard and 4) flow of patients through the study and timing of the index tests and reference standard (flow and timing). All the studies included were evaluated for risk of bias and applicability by 10 signaling questions and three correlative questions, respectively, along with additional signaling questions raised by us to assist judgments of risk of bias. The questions were answered as "yes", "no" or "unclear" as it was recommended.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

To each CT finding, sensitivity and specificity were extracted or calculated using 2×2 contingency tables. A bivariate random-effects model was developed, and a summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) curve was generated for each CT finding. Corresponding positive likelihood ratio (PLR), negative likelihood ratio (NLR), diagnostic odds ratios (DOR) and their corresponding 95% CIs were calculated. PLR was calculated as sensitivity/(1 -- specificity), NLR as (1 -- sensitivity)/specificity and DOR as PLR/NLR. A clinically useful test was defined as having an PLR \>5.0 and an NLR \<0.2.[@b22-cmar-10-2019] Heterogeneity analysis was carried out graphically using forest plots of sensitivity and specificity for each CT sign, and was statistically quantified for each CT finding with chi-squared test and expressed in *I*[@b2-cmar-10-2019] index, which measures the percentage of the total variance across studies due to heterogeneity, rather than chance.[@b23-cmar-10-2019] Potential publication bias was determined using Deeks' funnel plot.[@b24-cmar-10-2019],[@b25-cmar-10-2019] To assess the influence of between-study variability, a random-effects meta-regression analysis of the highest heterogeneity variable was performed.[@b26-cmar-10-2019] Outcomes were considered significant if *p*-value \<0.05. All statistical tests were performed using STATA statistical software (version 14.0; StataCorp., College Station, TX, USA).

Results
=======

Eligible studies
----------------

The initial online search in PubMed, Cochrane Library, EMBASE and Web of Science databases yielded 354 articles. After title and abstract screening, 96 articles with duplicate titles were excluded, and so were another 213 as they were reviews or irrelevant to preoperative CT findings, advanced OC patients or primary cytoreductive surgical outcomes. Subsequently, we checked the full text of the remaining 45 articles for more details, of which 35 were excluded because of the following: 1) it was impossible to establish 2×2 contingency tables for any of the CT signs (28/45), 2) the outcome of cytoreductive surgery was not categorized using the cutoff value of 1 cm (5/45) or 3) stage I/II cases were included or preoperative neoadjuvant chemotherapy was administered (2/45). In the study conducted by Borley et al[@b10-cmar-10-2019] with two cohorts, one of them was excluded where patients received not only primary debulking but also interval debulking as well as secondary debulking. Eventually, a total of 10 articles and 1,614 patients meeting the inclusion criteria were included in this meta-analysis. The flowchart of literature search is shown in [Figure 1](#f1-cmar-10-2019){ref-type="fig"}.

The eligible studies were conducted in 5 countries (the USA, the Netherlands, Korea, the UK and Denmark) and articles were published from 2005 to 2016. Three of the 10 studies were prospective studies,[@b15-cmar-10-2019],[@b16-cmar-10-2019],[@b27-cmar-10-2019] while the other seven were retrospective. The number of patients included in each study ranged from 54[@b27-cmar-10-2019] to 350,[@b16-cmar-10-2019] and the mean age ranged from 55 to 64.4 years old. The proportion of stage IV disease varied from 7% to 32.9%, which was derived from eight studies, and the SCR rate varied from 7.8% to 60%. Multidetector CT was used in six studies, PET/CT in one[@b27-cmar-10-2019] and unclear in the other three studies.[@b17-cmar-10-2019],[@b28-cmar-10-2019],[@b29-cmar-10-2019] CT interpretation data were collected prospectively[@b16-cmar-10-2019] in only one study, while retrospectively in the other nine studies. The characteristics of the 10 eligible studies are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-cmar-10-2019){ref-type="table"}.

Methodological quality of the included studies
----------------------------------------------

Results of the QUADAS-2 study quality assessment are summarized in [Table S1](#SD1-cmar-10-2019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. One study fulfilled all of the methodological criteria.[@b11-cmar-10-2019] Substantial risk of bias in patient selection was presented in four studies,[@b9-cmar-10-2019],[@b10-cmar-10-2019],[@b15-cmar-10-2019],[@b28-cmar-10-2019] mainly because the selection was based on the criteria that were too specific or exclusion criteria were not mentioned. Two studies had a risk of bias with the index test,[@b14-cmar-10-2019],[@b27-cmar-10-2019] as the CT images were viewed and interpreted by only one radiologist, which may result in under-diagnosis or over-diagnosis. The introduced bias of reference standard occurred in two studies,[@b15-cmar-10-2019],[@b16-cmar-10-2019] as the surgical outcome was judged by only one surgeon, and it may lead to a relatively subjective judgment of SCR. The index investigation was regarded poorly applicable in one study[@b14-cmar-10-2019] where preoperative CT images were obtained within 90 days prior to surgery, which renders lower predictive accuracy than those within 4 weeks. The quality of each study was assessed independently by the two reviewers, and any disputation was settled by discussion.

Performance of CT for predicting SCR
------------------------------------

The predictive performance of all the preoperative CT signs is presented in [Table 2](#t2-cmar-10-2019){ref-type="table"}, namely, sensitivity, specificity, PLR, NLR and DOR. The eight CT findings specified in our project were inconsistently investigated in the eligible studies: peritoneal involvement, pleural effusion, liver involvement, large bowel mesentery involvement and small bowel mesentery involvement were evaluated in six reports; large volume ascites in seven; lymph node involvement in eight; and diaphragm or lung involvement in nine. The CT sign of large volume ascites had the highest sensitivity of 64% (95% CI 56%--71%), with a PLR of 1.3 (95% CI 1.1--1.5), an NLR of 0.73 (95% CI 0.59--0.90) and a DOR of 2 (95% CI 1--2). The highest specificity of 89% (95% CI 79%--94%) was achieved for lymph node involvement, with a PLR of 2 (95% CI 1.3--3.1) and an NLR of 0.87 (95% CI 0.80--0.95). The peritoneal involvement and large bowel mesentery involvement had the highest DOR of 3 (95% CI 2--4), sensitivity of 63% (95% CI 49%--75%) and 45% (95% CI 25%--66%), specificity of 60% (95% CI 43%--75%) and 77% (95% CI 62%--87%), respectively. The DOR values of other CT findings (diaphragm or lung disease, liver involvement, pleural effusion and small bowel mesentery involvement) were 2 (95% CI 1--4, 1--3, 2--3, 1--4, respectively), with PLR and NLR ranging from 1.7 to 2.0, and 0.82 to 0.90, respectively. In all the eight preoperative CT signs, DOR was below 10, PLR was below 5 and NLR was over 0.2. These results suggest that the predictive performance of preoperative CT findings in discriminating suboptimal vs. optimal cytoreduction group would not be clinically useful. SROC curves of sensitivity and specificity for each CT finding are presented in [Figure 2](#f2-cmar-10-2019){ref-type="fig"}.

Heterogeneity and publication bias
----------------------------------

Heterogeneity for sensitivity was low for the parameters of large volume ascites (*I*[@b2-cmar-10-2019]=32.33%, *p*=0.15), lymph node involvement (*I*[@b2-cmar-10-2019]=17.82%, *p*=0.28) and pleural effusion (*I*[@b2-cmar-10-2019]=33.63%, *p*=0.14) analysis, but significant for the other five CT signs (diaphragm or lung disease, peritoneal involvement, liver disease, large bowel mesentery involvement and small bowel mesentery involvement), with *I*[@b2-cmar-10-2019] ranging from 72.76% to 91.64%. The forest plots of sensitivity and specificity for each CT finding are expressed in [Figure 3](#f3-cmar-10-2019){ref-type="fig"}. To determine how between-study heterogeneity influenced the presented analysis, a meta-regression analysis of the CT finding with the highest heterogeneity, i.e., diaphragm or lung disease, was conducted with several parameters, such as the year of publication (≥2010 vs. \<2010), sample size (≥200 cases vs. \<200 cases), proportion of stage IV disease (≥20% vs. \<20%), SCR rate (≥50% vs. \<50%) and ethnicity (Asian vs. non-Asian). It turned out that none of them was the determinant of between-study heterogeneity. The outcome of meta-regression analysis is shown in [Table 3](#t3-cmar-10-2019){ref-type="table"}. No significant publication bias was noted across the studies, with *p*-values ranging from 0.21 to 0.94 for Deeks' funnel plot asymmetry test for each CT finding, as presented in [Figure 4](#f4-cmar-10-2019){ref-type="fig"}.

Discussion
==========

This meta-analysis provides an overview of eight most used preoperative CT parameters and their performance in predicting residual disease after primary cytoreductive surgery for advanced OC. In summary, our meta-analysis demonstrated that the eight preoperative CT findings had limited ability to predict the outcome of suboptimal cytoreductive surgery. The predictive performances of all the CT features were considerably lower when they were pooled and analyzed in our study, as PLR of all the CT signs ranged from 1.3 to 2.0, NLR from 0.61 to 0.90 and DOR from 2 to 3. Considering the low PLR and high NLR, these preoperative CT findings may not be reliable enough for clinical decision-making and should be interpreted with caution.

The reason why the predictive performance of preoperative CT images was limited may be explicated as follows: on the one hand, there was a great deal of interobserver variability between different CT readers in the assessment of the radiographic features, which underscores that radiographic parameters are prone to biased interpretation in this experience-dependent process, especially when there was only one radiologist to read and interpret the CT scans.[@b14-cmar-10-2019],[@b27-cmar-10-2019] This may result in dozens of potential predictors claimed in preoperative CT findings with poor forecasting performance.

On the other hand, surgical outcome is highly dependent on the surgeon's philosophy, commitment and the ability to utilize advanced surgical techniques to achieve maximal cytoreduction.[@b30-cmar-10-2019] Some surgeons, for example, adopt a more aggressive approach such as resection of bowel, bladder, liver, spleen or diaphragm to achieve complete tumor resection. Moreover, the judgment of suboptimal vs. optimal cytoreduction is subjective if there is no postoperative CT evidence, especially when judged by only one surgeon. A study[@b36-cmar-10-2019] pointed out that residual disease larger than 1 cm was present on early postoperative CT in almost half of the patients deemed to have optimally debulked disease at primary cytoreduction. In addition, the characteristics of patients could impact the rates of unresectable disease. It is well known that a more conservative surgical operation is recommended for patients unable to withstand extensive surgical procedures due to poor physical condition or extensive extra-abdominal disease. In consequence, there is a wide spread in the percentage of optimal (\<1 cm residual tumor) and suboptimal (\>1 cm residual tumor) surgeries between hospitals worldwide and this may lead to the limited performance of preoperative CT findings in predicting SCR.

Over the past several years, there has been an increasing interest in exploring capable avenues to help determine who is the ideal candidate for surgery. A meta-analysis by Kang et al[@b31-cmar-10-2019] showed that a preoperative serum CA-125 level \>500 U/mL was strongly associated with SCR (odds ratio 3.69, 95% CI 2.02--6.73). More recently, the Anderson algorithm[@b32-cmar-10-2019] was raised to improve the rate of complete cytoreduction in advanced OC patients. It emphasized the importance of a preoperative laparoscopy-based score[@b33-cmar-10-2019] in predicting surgical outcome in advanced OC patients. The parameters of this scoring system include ovarian masses (unilateral or bilateral), omental cake, peritoneal carcinosis, diaphragmatic carcinosis, mesenteric retraction, bowel infiltration, stomach infiltration and liver metastases. The calculated DOR of peritoneal carcinosis, diaphragmatic carcinosis and liver metastases of the laparoscopy-based score was 8, 12 and 8, respectively, all beyond the corresponding results from CT parameters in our meta-analysis. It is likely that the predictive performance of laparoscopy for SCR in advanced OC is better than that of CT scans. However, considering the undetectability of retroperitoneal space, anesthetic risk, laparoscopic incision and the expense of laparoscopic surgery, comprehensive assessment should be applied before choosing preoperative CT scan or laparoscopy during clinical treatment.

To our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis that explored the association between specific preoperative CT findings and the outcome of primary cytoreductive surgery in advanced OC. The predictive performance of the eight most used CT findings was estimated using sensitivity, specificity, PLR, NLR and DOR. Furthermore, we analyzed the quality of each report with QUADAS-2,[@b21-cmar-10-2019] which ensured that systematic quality check was conducted for all the studies included.

However, this meta-analysis has limitations. First, limitation arises from the retrospective nature of the studies included and the resulting lack of data. Patients who were not operated on were not included in the studies, leaving the unselected patients unaccounted for the investigation for parameters' performance and proper combination.[@b34-cmar-10-2019] Second, the current meta-analysis included a relatively small number of studies covering only eight, not all, CT findings. Consequently, further investigations are required to assess the relationship between comprehensive CT findings and surgical outcome. Third, the heterogeneity between studies was observed, but the meta-regression did not indicate any causative variable for the heterogeneity. Subsequently, to further explore the sources of heterogeneity and the stability of the pooled results, sensitivity analysis was performed by excluding one study at a time, where no significant influence on the stability of the results was identified. Thus, this heterogeneity may come from the retrospective nature and relatively small size of the individual studies. Fourth, there were some risk of bias in this meta-analysis, as 2/10 studies had only one CT reader and 2/10 studies failed to provide information on CT reader. As an experience-dependent process, the image interpretations and the detection of CT signs certainly differed between studies. Moreover, 2/10 studies did not comment on the operating surgeon, and there was only one surgeon in 2/10 studies, which may result in a more subjective judgment of surgical outcome. Additionally, 1/10 study used the CT signs within 90 days before operation and 3/10 studies did not report the time between CT and surgery. For predicting the surgical outcome, the closer the operative time, the more reliable the preoperative CT results. Fifth, not all the studies covered the eight CT findings, and thus, the diagnostic accuracy of each CT finding may be impacted by a different sample size or study quality. However, at least 6/10 studies were included to analysis each CT finding, and so we consider that the results of this analysis were reliable. Further research attempting to construct a prediction model using these data would be interesting, and international collaboration is needed to develop and validate a prediction model[@b35-cmar-10-2019] that can be applied universally.

In conclusion, the present study indicates that preoperative CT images have a poor discriminative capacity to predict the outcome of SCR in advanced OC. Caution should be exercised by clinicians who take the implication from preoperative CT predictors into account when choosing between primary surgical exploration and neoadjuvant chemotherapy in medically fit patients. We suggest that CT scan be regarded as a supplementary evidence that should be considered along with other parameters in clinical decision making for advanced OC. The results of this meta-analysis may be applied in preoperative surgical counseling and treatment planning.

Supplementary material
======================

###### 

Quality assessment of included studies: QUADAS-2 evaluation

  Study
  ---------------------------
  ![](cmar-10-2019Fig5.jpg)

**Notes:** ![](cmar-10-2019Fig6.jpg)=low risk; ![](cmar-10-2019Fig7.jpg)=high risk; ![](cmar-10-2019Fig8.jpg)=unclear risk.

**Abbreviation:** QUADAS-2, second edition of the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies.
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![Flowchart of study selection.\
**Abbreviations:** CT, computed tomography; OC, ovarian cancer; NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy.](cmar-10-2019Fig1){#f1-cmar-10-2019}

![SROC curves of sensitivity and specificity for each CT finding.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Large volume ascites. (**B**) Peritoneal involvement. (**C**) Diaphragm or lung involvement. (**D**) Pleural effusion. (**E**) Liver involvement. (**F**) Lymph node involvement. (**G**) Large bowel mesentery involvement. (**H**) Small bowel mesentery involvement.\
**Abbreviations:** SROC, summary receiver operating characteristics; CT, computed tomography; SPEC, specificity; SENS, sensitivity.](cmar-10-2019Fig2){#f2-cmar-10-2019}

![Forest plots of sensitivity and specificity according to each CT finding.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Large volume ascites. (**B**) Peritoneal involvement. (**C**) Diaphragm or lung involvement. (**D**) Pleural effusion. (**E**) Liver involvement. (**F**) Lymph nodes involvement. (**G**) Large bowel mesentery involvement. (**H**) Small bowel mesentery involvement.\
**Abbreviation:** CT, computed tomography.](cmar-10-2019Fig3){#f3-cmar-10-2019}

![Deeks' funnel plots of publication bias for each CT finding.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Large volume ascites. (**B**) Peritoneal involvement. (**C**) Diaphragm or lung involvement. (**D**) Pleural effusion. (**E**) Liver involvement. (**F**) Lymph node involvement. (**G**) Large bowel mesentery involvement. (**H**) Small bowel mesentery involvement.\
**Abbreviation:** CT, computed tomography.](cmar-10-2019Fig4){#f4-cmar-10-2019}

###### 

Characteristics of the 10 eligible studies included in the meta-analysis

  Author                               Year   Country           Study types   Sample size   Mean age (y)   Time between CT (%) and surgery   Stage IV   Suboptimal cytoreduction (%)   CT model   CT readers   Surgeons
  ------------------------------------ ------ ----------------- ------------- ------------- -------------- --------------------------------- ---------- ------------------------------ ---------- ------------ ----------
  Janco et al[@b14-cmar-10-2019]       2015   USA               RS            279           64.4           ≤90 days                          ND         9.3                            MDCT       1R           ≥1S
  Salani et al[@b28-cmar-10-2019]      2008   USA               RS            180           59             ND                                ND         7.8                            ND         ND           ≥1S
  Gerestein et al[@b15-cmar-10-2019]   2011   the Netherlands   PS            115           62.4           ≤4 weeks                          18.3       55                             MDCT?      2R           1S
  Kim et al[@b29-cmar-10-2019]         2014   Korea             RS            118           55             ≤4 weeks                          7          60                             ND         ND           ND
  Axtell et al[@b9-cmar-10-2019]       2007   USA               RS            65            60.7           ≤4 weeks                          12         22                             MDCT?      ≥1R          ≥1S
  Borley et al[@b10-cmar-10-2019]      2015   UK                RS            70            62.8           ND                                32.9       24.3                           MDCT       3R           ≥1S
  Risum et al[@b27-cmar-10-2019]       2008   Denmark           PS            54            63             ≤2 weeks                          7.4        44.4                           PET/CT     1R           ≥1S
  Son et al[@b11-cmar-10-2019]         2017   Korea             RS            327           59.7           ≤3 weeks                          12.8       48.6                           MDCT       2R           ≥1S
  Suidan et al[@b16-cmar-10-2019]      2014   USA               PS            350           61             ≤35 days                          27         25                             MDCT?      5R           1S
  Everett et al[@b17-cmar-10-2019]     2005   USA               RS            56            64             ND                                7          48                             ND         2R           ND

**Abbreviations:** CT, computed tomography; PS, prospective study; RS, retrospective study; MDCT, multidetector computer tomography; ND, no data; R, radiologist; S, surgeon.

###### 

Summary of performance value of each CT finding in predicting SCR in advanced OC

  Sign                                No. of studies   Sensitivity (95% CI)   Specificity (95% CI)   DOR (95% CI)   PLR (95% CI)     NLR (95% CI)
  ----------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- -------------- ---------------- -------------------
  Peritoneal involvement              6                0.63 (0.490.75)        0.60 (0.43, 0.75)      3 (2,4)        1.6 (1.1,2.2)    0.61 (0.47, 0.81)
  Large volume ascites                7                0.64 (0.56,0.71)       0.49 (0.39, 0.60)      2 (1, 3)       1.3 (1.1,1.5)    0.73 (0.59,0.90)
  Diaphragm or lung involvement       9                0.22 (0.11,0.38)       0.88 (0.79,0.94)       2 (1, 4)       1.9 (1.2, 2.9)   0.89 (0.78, 1.00)
  Pleural effusion                    6                0.31 (0.21,0.42)       0.84 (0.75, 0.90)      2 (2, 3)       2.0 (1.4,2.7)    0.82 (0.74,0.92)
  Liver involvement                   6                0.21 (0.09, 0.41)      0.88 (0.75, 0.95)      2 (1, 3)       1.7 (1.1, 2.6)   0.90 (0.80, 1.02)
  Lymph nodes involvement             8                0.23 (0.15,0.34)       0.89 (0.79, 0.94)      2 (1, 4)       2.0 (1.3, 3.1)   0.87 (0.80, 0.95)
  Large bowel mesentery involvement   6                0.45 (0.25,0.66)       0.77 (0.62,0.87)       3 (2, 4)       2.0 (1.4, 2.7)   0.72 (0.54, 0.94)
  Small bowel mesentery involvement   6                0.24 (0.15,0.37)       0.88 (0.83,0.91)       2 (1, 4)       2.0 (1.4, 2.9)   0.86 (0.76, 0.98)

**Abbreviations:** CT, computed tomography; SCR, suboptimal cytoreduction; OC, ovarian cancer; DOR, diagnostic odds ratio; PLR, positive likelihood ratio; NLR, negative likelihood ratio.

###### 

Meta-regression analysis of diaphragm or lung involvement with various parameters

  Parameter           Category   Studies              Sensitivity (95% CI)   *p*^1^              Specificity (95% CI)   *p*^2^
  ------------------- ---------- -------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- ---------------------- --------
  Asian               Yes        2                    0.16 (−0.06, 0.38)     0.92                0.96 (0.90, 1.00)      0.99
  No                  7          0.23 (0.07, 0.39)                           0.85 (0.76, 0.94)                          
  Publication year    ≥2010      6                    0.21 (0.05, 0.37)      0.64                0.90 (0.82, 0.98)      0.60
  \<2010              3          0.22 (−0.02, 0.47)                          0.84 (0.68, 1.00)                          
  Sample size         ≥200       3                    0.24 (0.00, 0.49)      0.24                0.89 (0.74, 1.00)      0.14
  \<200               6          0.20 (0.04, 0.36)                           0.88 (0.78, 0.97)                          
  Stage IV            ≥20%       2                    0.05 (−0.01, 0.02)     0.98                0.95 (0.91, 0.99)      0.96
  \<20%               5          0.23 (0.12, 0.34)                           0.92 (0.87, 0.96)                          
  SCR rate            ≥50%       2                    0.21 (−0.06, 0.48)     0.51                0.90 (0.76, 1.00)      0.86
  \<50%               7          0.22 (0.06, 0.38)                           0.88 (0.79, 0.97)                          
  Prospective study   Yes        2                    0.14 (−0.05, 0.33)     0.71                0.92 (0.81, 1.00)      0.35
  No                  7          0.25 (0.08, 0.42)                           0.87 (0.78, 0.96)                          

**Abbreviations:** SCR, suboptimal cytoreduction; *p*^1^, the *p*-value of sensitivity; *p*^2^, the *p*-value of specificity.
